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85th year, issue 15

Next
building
project:

Upperclass
housing
BY DAVE HOINSKI
Guest Writer

In response to the shortage of
on-campus housing for upperclass~
men in recent years, Xavier officials
are planning the construction of
residential apartments on the cur~
rent site of the Physical Plant building arid the Rainbo parking lot on
Herald Avenue.
The apartments are scheduled to
be completed for the fall semester
in 2001.'
·
The university is soliciting bids
from various developers, who must
meet the school's Jan. 21 deadline
tci be considered for the project.
A special committee; which was
formed to oversee the lipperclass~
men apartment initiative, will then
select a bid for proposal at the February Board. of Trustees meeting,
where the Trustees will ultimately land to a developer, who will then
vote on whether or not to .accept the fornish the entire cost of construcbid.
ti on.
The project is' still in ·its early ·
"This creates less of a financial
stages, so specific construction . burden on the university, which is
plans have yet to crystallize.
currently engaged in numerous
Ava Jean Fiebig, _Director of other projects, most notably the ..
Residence Life at Xavier an4 mem- construction of the Cintas Center,"
ber of the special committee; sug- said Dr. Ron Slepitza, vice presi- ·
gested the new apartments will dent of Student Services and spe- ·
house approximately 200-300 stu- cial committee members.
dents, with single-occupancy bedSlepitza also noted the school
rooms and two bathrooms for ev- stands to gain some revenue from
ery four occupants.
leasing out the land, while the deThe apartments will also provide veloper, entrusted with the maintethe same amenities found in exist- nance and operation of the facility,
ing residence halls, namely cable would claim the revenue generated
television and Internet access. from student tenants.
Moreover, there will be approxiSlepitza expressed enthusiasm
mately 175 parking spaces, or seven· - for the project as a whole; saying
per every 10 residents.
"It is exciting to meet the strong
"Although Residence Life has need for housing for juniors and sebeen able to meet the housing needs · niors."
of freshmen and sophomores, apStudent feedback about the upproximately 35 upperclassmen perclassmen housing initiative has
were unable to secure on-campus been positive.
accommodations during housing
"Xavier stands to become an
selection this past November," said even more campus-oriented comFiebig.
munity with the addition of the new
"The new apartments will pre- .· apartments," said SGA president
vent such prob\ems in the future, Lynn Grunzinger.
and upperclassmen will have more
Soph_omore student Sommer
choices regarding their living ar- Edwards affirms that the project "is
rangements."
·
a teally good idea, because Xavier
In terms of funding for the apart- . definitely needs more housing for
ments, the university will lease the upperclassmen."

THEe·

Cl

Students returning from Christmas Break were greeted with more noticable
additions to the construction of The Cintas Center. Hold on to your.caps and
gowns, seniors, because plans for an on-campus graduation may not be out
· ofthe question ...

CENTER
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Service internship available
Twen-ty-four selected students will participate in summer project
· BY SARAH KELLEY

program, along with Gene Beaupre,
political science, and counselor in
For the seventh consecutive theofficeofCareerServices. "This
summer,,Xavier students will have · is an eyecopenirig experience for
the opportunity to partiCipate in· a those involved."·
service internship program.
The internship will take place
The Summer Service Internship . · from May 30 through Aug. _11.
provides 24 X_avier students with Each intern will work 35 hours per
the opportunity to serve the Cincin- week at a service agency.
nati community for 11 weeks over
Participants will receive a
the summer.
·$2,500 stipend in exchange fortheir
Students chosen .to participate services. Xavier will provide the
will be placed in local service ag~n- students with room and board for
cies such as the Boys & Girls Club, the duration of the program. All
Children's Home of Greater Cincin- interns must live on campus.
nati, Drop-Inn Center, Salvation
The internship is open to current
Army, Stepping Stones and Women . students of all majors who Intend
Helping Women. ·
to enroll at Xavier for the Fall 2000
"Students who participate will semester.
definitely benefit," said Mike·
A committee, which will include
DiNicola, co-coordinator of the DiNic;ola, Beaupre, several admin_Senior News Editor
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See Service, page 2

·Tuesday's. hoop.r score

76
OP-ED:

Day shuttle up
and running.

istrators and community members;
will review the applications. Three
members of the committee will interview each of the students, and a
final deCision will be made by the
committee as a whole.
Criteria for selection include
leadership potential, academic
standing and a strong qesire to serve
the community.. ·
After the interns have been selected, they will review descriptions
of the agencies. The students will
ran~ their top choices and will be
placed accordingly if possible.
A spring orientation will be held,
giving interns the opportunity to
meet with agency representatives
and visit the site where they will be
working.
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letter tO students
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Men's hoops off to an
11-4 start
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Big Bad Voodoo Daddy
swings into Columbus
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·DAYTIME' SHUTTLE 'RUNNING.
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SAC.wins·

1st place·.

n : smt

BY SARAH KELLEY

Justice ·reflection

Senior News Editor

"Justice at Xavier: How Do
We Measure.Up?" - reflections
by members.of the Jlistice Across
the Campus' ~ommittee who attended the regional conferences
ori the Commitment to Justice in
Hi~her Education; is in Kelley.
Auditorium on Thursday, Jan. 13,
at 3:30 p.rri. All are welcome to
attend. Fofinore information, call
Rev. Ben Urmston, SJ.,· at 7453320.

Art exhi_bition ·
The department of art presents
an exhibition of student work
from all studio disciplines, in~
eluding ceramics, drawfng, fibers,
painting, priQtmaking and sculpture. All are welcome to attend .
the opening reception on Friday,
Jan. 14, from 6-8 p.m. at the ~rt.
gallery in Cohen Center, where
refreshments will be served ..
. Meet the· student artists as you
enjoy the art. The exhibition_ will
last until Friday, Feb. 1 L Gal- ·
lery hours are Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Call
·745-3811 for more information.
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.Xavier's new daytime shuttle began running on Monday. The 24~pass~nger shuttle will.
provide on~campus transportation from7:30 _a.ni. to Sp.m:, Monday through Friday; during ·
the fall and. spring semesters. The shuttle will run on a fixed route, with three primary stops:
Joseph Hall, Cohen Center and the Bellarmine .Circle. The expansion of the sh_uttle service
· .· came about because of complaints. reg(lrdingthe decrease in parki,-ig near ~amp us. . .
.
.

Ethics of cloning discussed
·. '

The 1998-1999 StudentA~tivi-·
··ties Council ~o~ first place in the
region for Outstanding Compre~
hensive Progranuiiing. The Na"
tional ..Association of Campus Ace
tivities (NACA) ,honored Xavier
with this awar.d. .
"We [SAC] strive to make each
year's pr9gramming better thari the
last," said Jessica Hansberry, SAC
chair and 1998-1999 SAC member.
·"Taking first in the region· is definitely achievirigthis goal since we
took second in the region for our
1997-19Q8 year."'
·
··
A 30-page application was submitted . to NACA witli details on
.each event sponsored by SAC. Essay questions on achieving goals,
creative promotional techniques·.
·and rriulticuitliralis'm were ariswered, as well.
. ··
. ·· .
·some of last. year'~ ~ctivities
mentioned in the application were
the dat\ng auction artd a charity
comedy festival. The success of the
Sprfog Dance, Xavier's first dry

::~~E~·~~,~=~~E:~:~~ .

BY KATIE SUMMERS

. tance throughout the world.
tive use of available resmirces (fiThe lecture will begin in the nancial, human and logistical), efCloning has, in recent years,
University C~nter .Theatre at;7:30 fectiveness of programs arid effec
been a ·major. topic of both scienA ·discussion is planned for. tive evaluation of the programs.
Norman Finkelstein, chair of
8:30 p.m., followed by a reception
Members ofSAC's programming
tific and ethical debate in commu~
the English department, will b~
. ..·
·
.
·.
to be ·held in the Terrace Room. boards, who applied for the award,
. nities. around ·the world. Now
"doing two readings from his new
Xavier Uriiversity, in association :
There is no charge for the lecture.
are in charge of managing and ad: volume of poetry, TRACK. The
.. witli the National Endowment fo~ ·
Student response to the upcom- · · ministering the event planning pro: first, at Joseph-Beth'BOokseliers .
·the Humanities and the Louise Taft
o· o
ing lecture has b~en favorable. Ju~- cess ..
··in Rookwood Pavillion, is on
Se~p.foFo~ndation, w_ill leap tothe
·
ior biolog·y· maJ·or Jennifer Kense!
One other major el~ment taken
Wednesday,.Jan. 19, at 7 p.m. The
· when determin. _.. -- ._Rev. Timoth.y Meie_.r.,·_ is excited abtmt th~ event. ."lthiri.k into consideration
forefront of the debate by hosting
second, on Thursday, Feb. 10, at
S.J. that it's really wonderful that ing the recipient of th~ award was
the upcoming lecture "The Ethics
7 p.m., is at.the Mt. Ada~s Bookof Cloning and Transgenic· Tech-.
Xavier allows. us the opportunity the emphasis prngramming boards
store (1101 Gregory St.).' Copies
. with 26 years of s~ientific experi- to meet with such a renowned sci-. placed on providing a wide range
nology,'' on Sunday, Jan. 30.
of the book are available in the
The address w!ll be presented . ence in t]te fields of _cell biology · entist. Dr. Campbell has been, for of programs in an attempt to reach
Xavier bookstore.
by Dr. Keith H.S. Campbell; .head arid embryology.
·
many ofus, a real role model in the · as many students as possible.
of embryology at PPLTherapeuSince his historical emergence .·field."
Events SAC cosponsored with
Members oftheXavier biology other clubs were also included in
tics in Edinburgfr, Scotland.
into ~he global seieritific .arena,
The Peace Studies Committee
Campbell, along with his asso- Campbell's continuedre_search has department seem 'equall)i eager the application.
will award up to $6,000 to
ciate; Dr. Ian Wih;nut; achieved led to additional bre~kthroughs in ab.out the cloning -issue and"
"These [cosponsored] ·events
present peace studies students.
worldwiderecognitionfortheclon-. «transgenic technology; . . . .
. Campbell's visit, "It is imp()rtant played a major role in helping last
·ing of the sheep,"Doily,~'- the first . ·cai;npbelr~ lecture is. partof.a< J9r us 'at a Catholic univer~ity to year•s:StuderitA~tivities Council •
Applications for the Benjamin D.:
Urmston Family Peace Tuition ·
marrimal tb be cloned from an adult- .. university-sponsored lecture ~eries . know what is gofog on, rather than . meet the goals we set,". said Dena
Remission Scholarship are availderived somatic cell.
planned tohandle issues of ethi~ relyingontertiaryorquartiaryhear- Lewis, a 1998-1999 SAC member
able at the Dorothy Day House.
and Cosponsorship Co-Chair.
· · Campbell will come_....!_o Xav__ ier:, c11:l, religio):l_S aµd sqci~tal- impor- : ·Aay,"sa.id Dr. Timothy Meier, S.J.
· · · · ·
·· · ,
According to Hansberry, ev~nts
· ·
· · ·
-The application and related masuch as "Jamaican Me. Ci:azy," where
terials need to be returned to the
SAC gave away a free trip to JaDorothy Day House by Jan. 22.
.1111!-ica, and the co~ponsored Latin
For more information, call Rev.
:pance, will hopefully bring about
Ben Urmston, S.J., at 745-3320;
another first place ranking for this
year's SAC.
"The 1999-2000 programming
The Wellness Team provides
board is looking forward to another
weekly wellness, health and fitfirst-place year,'' said Hansberry.
ness tips through e-mail for faculty, staff and students. If yoi.l
Friday, Dec. 31, 10:20 p~m. !age parking lot. By the time powould like to receive the tips, eCampus
police
broke
up'
a
party
in
lice arrived, the subject had fled.
mail
your
request
to
progress
in
a
un_iversity-owned
The
subject broke the window of a .
wellness@xu.edu·.
J:>roperty. Approximately 3~ bottles .blµe· Honda Civic; stealing a cellu- .·
:,•.
" ' VVedn'eSdliy, Dec; 22,1:30 p.m. ofchantpagne,' a ~keg ·of beer and Jar phone·, $'15 and' ~ev.et~l ccimpact .
:-- Someone. sent a harassing e- .. six easies of J:>eer were confiscated ·. cliscs;." Police. f94nd the: phone., in ·.
This Friday, tickets for a ski . · ·
mail from a computer in the Ii- . fro~ the hous~, Several people ·· bushes near the Village; The sub- .
Sunday,Jan~9, 7p.m.- ·
trip to PerfectNorth will go on
brary. A ·imspect was identified . were cited-for underage consunip~ jeet iS described as a young, black
Two feriulle students in
sale at 1,0:30 a.m. in the SAC ofand faced internal disciplinary tion of alcohol, including a 16- male seen wearing a black bubble
Beunger Hall reported ob~
fice. The trip is scheduled· for
action.
year,old: .The students living in the coat and a green winter hat. .
serving· a white male, ap- ·
Friday, Jan. 21. Busses will leave.
. ... ·
• .
. .
.
.house 'Yill face internal disciplin. . .· .
proxiritately·.20 years old;
Xavier at 8:15.p.m. aridwill reThu~day,Dec. 30, 4:20 p.m; · ary action .. ·
. Sunday; Jan. 9; 8 p;m.:_.:·cam~ '. expo~iilg :hi~ genitals out-.'
turn around 4:30 a.ni. Tickets ··
-, Two i:na!e juveniles from the
pus police responded ·to an afarm . . 'side or' tile .buildlhg. Th~
are $20, discounteo from the
. Pa_ddock l:Iills area were fpund
Friday, Jan; 7,. 1:53 a;m. -:-- in Joseph Hall. Twojuveniles were· · . subject was·last.seen ,runregular price of $37; and are limtrespassing in the Cintas Center Campus police'responded to a.re~ . found in tile area and wer~:warned
. riing toward the resid~ntial
··
ited.
mall,,· '
.
..
..
.. consfructJon area:
port of a theft in progresii'in the Vil- . for trespassing.
.... . · ·
... '' .. Guest Writer

'1t is important for
us at a Catholic
Universi-ty to know
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Service: Summerinternships
In addition to the Xavier interns, from private donations, which will
Continued from page 1.
Throughout the internship, stu- there will be approximately 12 stu- cover the stipends. The office of
dents will be required to attend and dent interns from four local high Career Services will absorb remainparticipate in weekly reflections . schools participating in the pro- ing costs stemming from publicity
and training sessions .. This will gram .. The high school interns will and interviewing.
enable the students to discuss the work along with and be mentored
Students interested in applying
issues they encounter and to sup- by a Xavier intern for a seven-week for the summer internship can pick
period.
port one another.
· up an application from Career Ser"It was a really good time of per- vices or the Information Desk. ApParticipants will not be permitted to work an additional job or· sonal growth," said Jaclyn Ander- . plications n:mstbe returned to Catake daytime classes during the .son, participant in last year's intern- reer ServiCes by Thursday, Feb. 10
ship program. "Each of the students by 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday working week
·
"Throughout the program, you was unique and we were all able to
Interns and alternates will be
start to figure out what your values learn from one another while serv- selected by March 17.
are all about," said DiNicola. "You ing Cincinnati together."
For more information, call 745In previous years, the program 3141, or stop by the Career Services
meet people you had probably only
seen in the past on the news and . has been spbnsored and funded by Center and pick up a brochure.
·
you find out why people end up the United Way. This year, however, funding is coming
primarily.
where they do."
.

week of JANUARY 12, 2000 3 ·

Been Waiting Long?
Introducing the Deaconess

Emergency Department
90-minute guarantee ...

You are a student ...

You

don't have time to sit in an
Emergency waiting room for
three hours. First of all, you
obviously

aren'rfeeling

well, and secondly, you've
better things to do.

At

got

Deaconess Hospital,

we promise to get you in

and out within 90 minutes of your arrival*. In some
cases,

you may not even wait at all.

You'll

receive friendly, personalized care because that's what
we do best. Arid we are located within minutes of

Xavier University.

So you don't have to go far or

wait long when you're riot feeling well.

Students: Just bring your insurance card and student
1.D. with you to the Deaconess Emergency Department.
We accept most healthcare insurance plans.

The Newswire.

Deaconess Hospital is located at 311 Straight Street,
at the corner of Clifton Avenue and Straight Street.

Can you really put a price on experience? ·
745-3607.

DEACONESS
'
'

A member of Deaconess Associations Inc.
*Some emergencies may require more than 90 minutes. If more time is needed,
students will be informed upon arrivai.
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We

reali~e:'Ne d6n't.hci~e to ~aste }'()ur<time:expla-i,nlng. t~e virtues 6f the Internet. Let'sjust say that at VarsityBooks.co~

we'~ made: the ~ost6f it. Not only can ·you sav~
also receive ~em in·. . just on~ to three business days.
. up:·to 40%.on·you~ teXtbook~>but you'il
.
.

All on a Web site that's completely reliable and 5ecure: What more do you need
. .
.
. ..
Savings off distributor's suggested price. Books delivered In no more than three business days. Some restrictions apply. See site for details.

to
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AOL .Time Warner _·Ille .. is b,orn,

WORLD :BRIEFS
>-Compiled by : Deb Homan >-Source: College Press Wire·

Teaching standards

• CORPORATE HISTORY MADE WITH Bli.LION. DOLLAR M.ERGER ·

DULLES, Va. (TMS)-"- America
standards," Riley said. "But I beOnline, the biggest online name in
lieve that it is wrong - and counf alling
· terproductive·--- to ask teachers new media, is: merging with Time
Warnerlnc., the biggest name intra-·
· WASHJNGTON, D.C.(UNF)-'-.. to do it without the right tools."
ditional media, in a stock deal valBecause teacher requirements are Faith 'as a panacea
ued at $116 billion. The biggest
changing, most instructors are feel-·
ing ill~prepared for the classroom, for' social illness
merger. in corporate history was
announced Monday by heads of
Education Secretary Richard
PHILADELPmA,PA(UNF)·. Riley said·.
.
··Newly-elected mayor,· John Street, .· both companies.
"Even though AOL and Time
Riley said there are too few "tal- is planning one of the country's
Warner .have been two very differented, dedicated" teachers in the . most ambitious efforts ever to use
first place.
faith-based organizations, includ- . ent companies; we share a common
commitment to our customers and
"lt's gotten so bad that some ing churches, synagogues and
a common vision for the future - ·
schools have been forced to put mosques, in a coordinated assault
and we are confident that we will.
any warm body in front of a class- on chronic urban problems.
room," Riley said at a National
·A veteran Democrat and devout
be a perfect fit together as one company," America Online Chairman
Conference on Teacher Quality Seventh Day Adventist sworn in
held Sunday, Jan. 9, and sponsored as Philadelphia's 97th mayor last
and Chief Executive Steve Case
told AOL members Monday mornby the Education Department.
week, Street said his administraThe man [Case] at the center of
"It has been estimated that tion would establish a new office
25(},000 teachers are working charged with mobilizing an estithe billion dollar America Onlinewithout proper preparation in mated 2,100 religious congregaTime Warner megamerger is a boycourse content, or without any · tions to tackle social problems in
ish-looking 41-year-old who
kind of training in how to teach,'" the nation's fifth-largest city.
started his career marketing home·
he said.
City officials envision thouperms for Procter & Gamble.
Stephen M. Case, known simRiley said the pressing needs . sands of volunteers working to fill
ply as Steve to millions of AOL subof American schools include up- a variety of social needs, convertscribers, had already. been credited
graded "preparation, induction, ing vacant buildings
housing
with leading the popularization of
mentoring, support, professional f6r homeless families or other uses,
the Internet. Now he will lead what
: · development and pay" of teach- or providing after-school proers.
grams, meals and computer facilimany are saying is another Internet
"The challenge is to make sure ties for school children.
· revolution: the melding of tradi~
tional and Internet-based media ..
that there is a talented, dedicated
Religious groups already have
teacher in every classroom. We are been used to tackle nagging u~
The AOL chief executive will be
the chairman of the new AOL Time
falling short of that goal."
ban problems in Boston and InWarner. He will focus on "technoMuch of the problem, he said, dianapolis.
"is the changing nature of teachlogical developments and policy
Street vowed to work to create
initiatives driving the global exing itself," where teachers are ex- strong neighborhoods free from
pansion of the interactive medium,"
pected to teach not only average blight, empty houses, trash-strewn
pupils but also those with physi- lots and abandoned cars - probaccording to a statement.
cal and emotional problems, hun- terns that were neglected for eight
Time Warner's 60-year-old
ger, language problems and unin- years as former mayor Edward
Chairman and Chief Executive officer, Gerald M. Levin, will be the
terested parents.
Rendell focused on reclaiming the
CEO.Time Warner President Rich"There is nothing wrong with city's fiscal solvency and ecoard Parsons and America Online
asking teachers to teach to higher nomic vitality.

to

President Bob Pittman wili become · · senger, AOL MovieFone; TBS, TNT,
Cartoon Network, Digital City,
co-chiefoperating officers. .
ing. ··
. Warner Music Group, Spinner,
. Observers agree that: the mer.ger · •. Winamp, Fortgne;AOL.com; Enteris a big boostforthelntemet'sdomi- · tainment Weekly, and Looney
nance in the media landscape of the Tunes.
future.
The merger agreement was apThe new company, AOL Time proved by unanimous: votes at
· -meetings of each company's· board
of directors. When complete, AOL
shareholders will own .approximately 55 percent and Time ·
· Warner's sharehoiders will own approximately 45 percent of the new
company. With 20 million members, AOL is the largest online service provider. .
· Before Monday, the biggest U.S.
. deal ever is the proposed $122 billion acquisition of Sprint by MCI
WorldCom.
In. other Internet-related news;
General Motors Corp. said it plans
to use America Online's redesigned
Auto Channel to .let AOL's 20 million members shop for GM cars and
Tim~
truc;,ks. Sales would be completed
-.-Mark Winther, at a GM dealership.
group vice president at
And Ford Motor Co. annou~ced
·
al
D
·
·
C
·
·
it has pai:tm:redwith Yahoo! to proI
·
. services
orp- _v1'de on1me
h. 1
· nternat10n
· " . h .j ata
J
'T! "b
or its ve 1c e
Kmg. t-Rzuaer .i rt. une owners. .
_
.
.
The Ford and GM deals follow .a
Warner Inc., ·will have combined series of similar agreements berevenues of over $30 billion.
~- tween large -retailers,· including
"This strategic combination Wal-Mart. Stores Inc. and Kmart
with AOL· accelerates the digital Corp., and Internet players sqch as
transformation of Time Warner by Yahoo! and America Online.
giving our creative and content
For the online companies, such
businesses the widest possible can- deals give them a new outlet to advas,'' Levin said. "These two com- vertise their name and expose thempanies are a natural fit." .selves to ii new customer.base..
The new company's brands
Leslie J. Nicholson from the
would include CompuServe, Knight- Ridder Tribune contribNetscape, ICQ, AOL Instant Mes- uted to this story.

"Today's

announcement is ·
consistent with the.
strategy that Steve
Case and Bob
Pittman have had in
place for a number_ of
.,
.
years; its no surprise
that they're buying
-w:arner, " ·

ti.

•

Bob Evans is REOPENING ITS
STORE in KENWOOD I
We are currently hiring

***SUPERSTARS***
For all positions

All

shifts avajlable
·.·.· Fulltime
or
part.time

Benefits include:
"Excellent pay
"Flexible schedules•
."Weekly pay
"No late· closing hours
(9pm S-Th, 1Opm Fr & Sat)
"Servers keep, 100% of
their tips

GREAT FOR STUDENTS AND PERSONS.WITH FAMILIES

Apply in person at 8057 Montgomery Road between 9am and 6pm.
Near the Kenwood Mall off 1-71 or
Call 793-7799 for job information

week of JANUARY 12, 2000 5
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Universify of Cincinnati Medical College also h.as. winning teams in 12
outstanding grad~ate programs in the biomedical sciences, including
.areas of study in cell biology,· developmental biology,. environmental
. health, neuroscience, molecular genetics, biochemistry, microbiology,
physiology, pathobiology,·molecular medicine, pharmacolOgyand a ·
·combined MD/PhD program'.
·

· The.nation's leader in college
inarkeling is seeking an
energetic, entrepreneurial
student for lhe position of
· campus·rep.

At Cincinnati Marriott Northeast
-superipr Customer Service begins at
·
our doorstep

* Great earnings
•Set your own hours·
*.Part-time
* No sales.involved
• 5~ fo hours per week

The supportive team at Cincinnati Marriott Northeast shares a unique serviceoriented philosophy that starts before customers even ~tep into our facility. If
you're ready to service customers with a smile. we're ready to reward you with
·. many benefits that include flexible schedules, medical/dental/lite insurance;
travel discounts; advancement potential an.d more. Join the team that cares about
customers in one ofthe following full or part-time positions:

American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seallle, WA

• Up to $18,500/ YearStipend
• Paid Tuition, Fees & Health Insurance
• Over 100 Mill:lon·Dollars for Research Projects
• ()ver 200 Renowned Scientists/MentOrs

• AM Room Service ·
• Room Attendant
•.Kitchen. Utility .·
• PM Bell Attendant
• Banqu~t Set-Up

800.487.2434 Ext.4651

campusrep@am~canpassage.com

'

PLEASE Bridgette Harrison
phone: 513.558.5625
CONTACT: University of Cincinnati · .. fax: 513 ..558.2850
College of ,V."dicine
email: bndgette.harrison@uc.edu

.•Assistant Executive Housekeeper

.. ,,.,.

.._,

-

_..

r::~~ ~~artnients

•PM Cook
• PM Concierge Attendant
•.Night Auditor.
•AM & PM Front Desk .
• Utility Technician/Grounds

If your customer service standards match ours, apply in person anytime at
· 9664 Mason"Montgomery Road (1-71 at Fields-Ertel Rd. exit), call Hum.an
Resources at (513) 459·9800 or fax resume to: 459-3012. ·

I \oos Dana Avenue ·

IMMEDIATE INTERVIEWS GUARANTEED

CINCfNNAT~arr1ott.

-Free heat
-Walk to campus
-Cable hook-up
-Parking
-Air-Conditioning

.

NORTHEAST

FQual Opportunity Employer

·A. .D. V E R T I S E

Accepting Applications
$320and.up

~N YOU DON'T/IT HURTS LANCE'S FEELINGS,
. . .·
"ANDHE'S APRETIY SENSiTIVE GUY:

•.

Manager: Art
961··37~f>

· Office:
'· ..,4. :

•

l'fl I

•

• •

'

,~

•

'

I

•

•

•

•

·. 745-~3561
.YOUHAVE THE NUMBER, NOW USE IT.

ox;~;~ YJe;/7.hr.ift cS!ore - -

VILLAGE
DISCOUNT OUTLET.
4619 Montgomery Rd., Norwood; 9529 Pippin Rd., Cincinnati;
1813 Monmouth, Newport

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING FOR
XAVIER STUDENTS!

This is a 16 unit apartment complex.
Available for 1 or 2 students, 5 room apartments that have private rooms with a kitchen
and bathroom. Also 3 room apartments with ·
private rooms that include:a kitchen and
bathroom.
Furnished or Unfurnished!
All Utilities Included!

For More Information,
Call:
242-7553
or
Carmen at 325-8352

•

• Nike • Champion •
• Tommy· Hilfiger • Levi • Guess

A tremendous selection of name brands
·thousands of. new arrivals every day!

t
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BY JOE KINNEY
Guest Columnist
As a former mental health professional working for four years for
a non-profit mental health clinic, I
would like to express my concern
for the collective welfare of mentally ill people of America.
Although I feel certain America
is one of the best caregiving countries for mentally ill people, there
· are problems present that I believe
can only be remedied through increased public awareness of the
plight of people stricken with mental illness.
Before·explaining iny thoughts
on this matter, however, I wish to
say that due to recent advances in
medicine, mentally 'ill people are ·
better off medically than ever before in history.
In prior decades, little could be.
done to remedy the symptoms of
· mental illness and therefore government determined that the only
suitable action to take in caring for
mentally ill people was to lock
them up for life in mental institutions where they would have room
and board and hopefully kind attention from a caring hospital staff.
. :But today's medicines allow
many mentally ill people to recover
from their illness and live Qear normal lives from a mental health
standpoint.
But even though medical advances have greatly enhanced the
mental health condition of mentally
ill people, the mentally ill still face
many adversities.
One adversity has to do with the
-level of representation mentally ill
people receive from elected government officials.
Because there is social stigma
attached to illness, which many
might describe as a form of prejudice placed against mentally ill
people by normal, healthy people
in society, democracy produces ·
government officials who reflect
the views of citizens who have
prejudice against mentally ill
people.
Just as the 1933 democratically .
elected government in Germany
pursued policie!I reflecting prejudice against Jewish people, modern day democratic government in
America pursues policies reflecting
prejudice agafost mentally ill

against by the health insurance'inpeople.
Said another way,for a politician dustry.
Consequently, because health
to get elected, he or she must represent well the views of the major- insurance companies did not offer
ity of citizens voting. The presence sufficient health coverage for
of prejudice ii:i the electorate makes people stricken with mental illness,
it.politically profitable for a politi- a huge portion of mentally ill
people were driven. to poverty by
cian to adopt that prejudice too.
Successful politiCians reflect their illness.
They would eventually find they
nearly all the views of the electorate, including prejudicial views. .could only receive medical t~eat
ment for their illness by relying on
Oth~rwise, a politician will find it
difficult getting and staying elected. the last resort option of utilizing
Stigma attached to mental illness state Medicaid programs. But
has many causes. Furthermore, it present Medicaid laws mandate
d~es ·not appear to be well under-. poverty on_ mentally ill people as a
stood. But it most certainly is •condition of receiving this riiedical
treatment.·
present.
This poverty mandate by government combined with discrimination by the health insurance industry has caused mentally ill people·
to Hkely be the single least wealthy
class.of people in the country.
Mental illness is a curse of lifelong poverty in America and beyond.
Then there is the issue of incarceration. Once medicines became
available that successfully treated.
mental illness, many hospitals were
closed and the mentally ill were re:
leased in poverty to fend for them-.
selves in communities.
But as the classic book Les
Miserables, by Victor Hugo,
showed, the condition of poverty
placed on people can naturally lead
to'their engagement in petty thievery.
·This fact has caused an enorTo demonstrate this point, one mous number of mentally ill people
might pose the q1,1estion to parents to end up in jails and prisons in
with regard to how they would re- America for. punishment of rela- ·
act if their teenage daughter or son tively minor crimes.
The condition of poverty also.
informed them they wanted to date
a person known to have mental ill- affects the legal representation a
mentally ill person receives in a
ness.
All the medical advances in the court of law when being defended
world do not persuade most parents against crimina~ charges.
These people cannot, generally
to think that this action would be
advisable for their teenage daugh- speaking, afford a private attorney
and, therefore, must rely on what
ter or son.
But stigma also shows up in many times amounts to a complawork relationships and in all facets cent defense, offered by· a non-carof life. From a practical standpoint, ing public defender.
Mental illness is a curse in a
the presence of stigma attached to
mental illness most definitely modern day society. And it can
strike anyone from any social strata.
serves. a prejudice.
Without full representation by I believe it is in everyone's interest
elected government officials, the to improve the conditions mentally
mentally ill have been allowed for ill people face in society.
many years to be discriminated

·There is social
stigma attached to
.illness,· which
many might
describe as a form
ofprejudice placed
against mentally
ill people by
normal healthy
people in society ...
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Lil11its on financial aid too strict

.p·

or tho.se of us who have tried
. to do something about our financial aid, for the most part, here.
· is our story.
·
Some time ago I went to the
Office ofFinancialAid to see what ·
I could do to increase my financial aid. It was to no avail though.
The scope of the situation I
faced was beyond their limited
sight of the numbers on the monito"t.
Fine, if the tuition I pay goes
to their minimalist efforts then so
be it. On the plus side though,
they were nice enough to give me
a sheet of available scholarships
and their requirements. One prob-··
lem though. One major-problem.
Each and every one .of the
scholarships had one, or more, of
these requirements: that you were
at, or very near, the top of your
class, that you have hours and
hours of community service and
extracurricular. activities, or· that
you_ be a minority.
On the surface these seem like .
typical requirements, but let's
think about this. First of all, I arri
not a. minority in any obvious
sense of the word. Strike one.
Secondly, I work more than
one job to pay for my own tuition, .

The irony is so. thick. It sounds like the
_rich get richer and the poor get p~orer ...
when can the rest ofus average people ..
catch a break?· ·
, · · · ··
food, rent and bills. I ask you,
when do I have time to join clubs,
volunteer or have sufficient studying time for my classes? Strikes
two· and three. ·
I'd love to quit my jobs and use
those extra 35-40 ho~rs per week
doing club activities and concentrating on getting my GPA over
3.5, which I am close to doing.
Maybe then I would have some·
spectacular activity or grade that
would get my scholarship applications noticed.
The irony is so thick. It sounds
like the rich get richer and the
poor get poorer. I bust my butt
trying to pay my tuition and everything else Xavier nickel and
dimes us for. When can the rest
of us average people catch a
break?
·
I don't want to be just average,
but for right now that is what I am

going to have to live with. To
those of you who can s'ympathize
with my situation. I want to say
that I wholly respect you and your
determination.
. Just look around.at those who
have been born with silver spoons
.and realize your strength. You are
working so much harder than they.
are and keeping up with them.
I also give you, on this matter,
more than Xavier has - my two
cen~. ,To the rest of yoµ who carry
· Mom and Dad's credit cards; have
4~0s or have the scholarships,
which all three seem to go hand- ·
in-hand, (think about why) I con~
gratulate you.
Do your best to keep them because without them Xavier is a financially unforgiving place.

-Kevin Moeller
Junior

CALL° NOW! WORK NOW!

RESTAURANTS

FULLSERVICE, FINE DINING, FAST
FOOD, DELIVERY, FAMILYSTYLE,.
MANAGEMENT, BARS & PUBS,
NIGHTCLUBS, COUNTRYCLUBS,
HOTELS, CONCESSIONS, DIETARY,
-· PRODUCTION, CAFETERIA &
HEALTHCARE!
1OO's of Food Service Jobs
Available

NOW H.IRING
CALL 1-877-991 ...9292
FREE SERVICE
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Doc.Talk
controlling the severe sore throat
pain. Usually, the illness resolves over
two
weeks although some individu"I turned my .ankle, and it reals
may
have lingering fatigue th~t
ally hurts. What should I do?
-Can't.GefUp lasts months.
Avoid strenuous activities, drinking alcohol and contact sports durDear Can't Get Up,
When you twist an. ankle, I sug- ing the acute illness. To prevent
gest that you follow the R.l.C.E. pro- spreading it to others, it is best to
avoid kissing while you're ill, as well
tocol in the first 48 hours.
1. Rest, which means no further as avoid sharing towels and drinkrunning if you're ari athlete, or sim- ing glasses with others. Usually an
individual only gets mononucleosis
ply limit walking .
2. Ice, which involves putting ice once (life-long immunity).
on.the injur~d area about 20 minutes
at a time every'four hours.
What is your recommendation
3. Compression, which is wearfor meningitis vaccination? I'm
ing an ace bandage or air splint.
4. Elevate the extremity to reduce afraid of shots!
-Afraid of Shots
swelling.
· If the ankle has mild tenderness
and swelling the next day, continue Dear Afraid of Shots,
The CDC (Center for Disease
conservative treatfl1ent (RICE). If
you cannot bear weight on the ankle Control) and the American College
or h·ave significant pain and swell- Health Association recommends that
students consider getting the mening, see a nurse or doctor.
ingitis vaccine.
This vaccine covers a common
What is mononucleosis? How strain of bacterial meningitis. Studid I catch it, and how contagious dents at the highest risk are freshmen who live in dorms. For more
is it?
-Just Bored informatjon contact Health and
Counseling or their Web site at
www.xu.edu/studev /h I th en tr/
Dear Just Bored?
Infectious mononucleosis is mening.htm.
caused by the Epstein-Barr Virus.
The patient usually develops a severe
sore throat, swollen glands and sig- ·
nificant fatigue.
It is called the "kissing disease"
because it is spread through (saliva)
close contact. You won't get it by
being in the same classroom or dorm
room with the infected individual.
Antibiotics are not helpful in .
treating mononucleosis unless the individual has a secondary strep infection. The treatment is cente~ed on

Dr. James P. Konerman is". the
Medical Director of the Health and
Counseling Center and a·xu Grad.
He is Board Certified in lntemal
Medicine with experience in private
practice and college health.
.
Medical questions may be
dropped off at the Publicatio11s
House, or e-mail us at
opi11io11s@xavier.xu.edu.
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Xavier Honorees
With his exceptional play over
the past week; sophomore Lloyd
Price was named Player"of-theWeek in the Atlantic 1bfor the second time this season.
Price averaged 19.5 points per
game and 4.5 rebounds -per game
as Xavier lost to Marquette and
beat Virginia Tech. Price's first citation came two weeks earlier as
Xavier went 1-1 against Miami
and Central Michigan. Price' averaged 18.5 ppg and eight rpg in·
those two games.
Freshman David West was also
honored this past week. West was
named Rookie-of-the-Week in the
A-10 for the third time this season ..
. West averaged 17 .5 ppg, 10.5
rpg, and three steals p~r game
against Marq.uette and Virginia
Tech. In his rookie season, West
. has become a key player for the
Musketeers.
Junior Maurice McAfee .re~
ceived some well deserved recognition as he· also earned an· A-10
Player-of-the~ Week award over
the break. This was the first time
McAfee has earned this honor.
McAfee had 17 points and three
assists in Xavier's exciting victory
over UC.
·
McAfee leads the team in scoring with a 15.8 ppg and has a
team-high 32 assists on the season.
Two players on. the women's
team were also rewarded for their
outstanding play. Junior Taru
Tuukkanen was named Player-ofthe-Week and freshman point
guard Amy Waugh was. named
Rookie-of-the-Week.
Tuukkanen scored 32 points
and grabbed 12 rebounds against
Eastern Michigan. Waugh is currently ranked first in the A-10 with
a .486 three-point percentage.
Tuukkanen and Waugh have
played well all season long while
leading the XU women to an 11-3
record.

-Sean O'Brien

, Win a trip to
Disneyl~nd
The Bicycle card company has
chosen to bring it's 1999-2000
Collegiate Tournament to the
O'Connor Sports Center, giving
. Xavier students the opportunity to
win prizes for themselves and the
school.
Contestants".will compete in
Euchre, Spades and Hearts. with
the winners of each game advancing to the national. finals somewhere warm this March.
Each player who participates in
the event will be given a free shirt,
and possibly more depending on
how well your team competes.
The event will be videotaped
and could be televised on local
news channels.
Sign-ups will take place all
week in the sports center with play
beginning at 3 p.m. on Sunday
Jan. 16.
For more information ·check
out .www.bicyclewildcards.com.

-Joe Angelia
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offto··11 ..4 start

Musketeers beatUC forJhirdti1ne in four years

. committed 32 turnovers for the
game while shooting just 36.5 p.'.·cent from the field -compared to
Xavier's 54.4 percent.
·
· West poured· in game-highs of
18 .points, six steals and nine rework on
bounds. in the victory...
the boards helped the Musketeers
establish a 38-26 rebounding advantage.
Frey, Williams and Brown all
~cored in double-digits in the win.
Frey finished with 14 points followed by Williams and l3rown with
13 and 12, respectively.

BY JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Editor

Since our last issue, the 1nen's

b~sketball t~am has enjoyed a 7-3

run. that included disappointing
losses to Miami and Marquette and
an amazing win over No. I-ranked
Cincinnati. The Xmen also managed. to open up conference play
with wins over both Virginia Tech
and Rhode Island, before dropping
a close' one to Dayton last night,.

His

76-n. ·
· . MIAMI 67, XAVIER 58
The Mus_keteers' woes at Mill et Hall c.ontinued as the
RedHawks staged a late run to
edge out the victory. The Xmen
managed tci shoot just 34.5 percent
from .the field, not nearly good
enough to keep up with red hot
Miami, which hit a combined 50
percent for the game.
Senior Darnell Williams poured
in a team-high 18 points but shot
just 4-16 from the. field. Sophomore Lloyd Price and junior
Maurice McAfee followed with 15
and p points, respectively. ·
Sophomore Aaron Turner
played well for the Xmen;Ieading.
the team with 11 rebounds, in what
would turn out to be his last game.
for several weeks.
Following the game, Turner. was
suspencled indefinitely for academic reasons, thrusting sophomore Kevin Frey i_nio the star~irig
lineup. Frey woulcl rrove more
than up to the challenge. ·

XAVIER 94, CNTRL MICH 75
Frey was not just an adequate
replacement for Turner, though. In
his first game of the season· as a
starter, Frey lit up the Chippewas
for a career-high 29 points on 1115 shooting and fell one rebound
:.nort of a double-double, finishing
with nine. During Turner's· severi'
game absence, Frey averaged 13.1
points per game and 6.1 rebounds.
Price, McAfee and sophomore
Alvin Brown also managed to
score in double"figur_es. :Price
poured in 22 points while grabbing
eight rebounds and dishing out a
. team-high six assists. McAfee finished with 18 points, followed by
Brown with 13.

XAVIER 58,·PRINCETON 54
The Tigers came to town on Dec.
27 looking to avenge last year's loss
in the ~·,/IT Quarterfinals. As was ·
the case last year though~ the Xmen
found a way to edge out Princeton.
Princeton's heralded center Tim
Young lived up to the hype by making his presence known on both offense, finishing with 16 points; and
defense, with eight rebounds and
seven blocked shots. Young's ability on defense was felt by West, who·
made just 1-11 field goal attempts,
,.,···
yet did manage to outreboi.J.nd
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JOHN THOMPSON
Young
12-8.
Senior shooting guard Darnell Williams scored 16 first-half points
The
Musketeers went into the
as the Musketeers once again upset top-ranked Cincim1ati.
half with a 29-22 advantage, thanks
XAVIER 66, CINCINNATI 64
in the second half though, pouring to 12 first-half points froni Frey.
For the second time in four years . in all 12 of his points in the second The team built their lead to i2 in
the Bearcats entered the Cincinnati half, including Xavier's final four the second half after five quick
Gardens as the top-ranked team in points to seal the victory.
points from McAfee.
·
the nation and left with their heads
Frey, junior Reggie Butler and . The Tigers regained their comdown in disappoinfmerit TheMi1_s- · freshma11 David West provided posure though and went
a 12-0
keteers were hardly intimidated by quality front court play as they cbn- run to bring the game to 34-ail. The
their next-door neighbor as they tained the Bearcats' Martin and Musketeers were unable to pi.ill
earned their third viCtory in the last Jermaine Tate. Cineinnati managed away, as Princeton·;s Spencer
four years by implementing a sti- just a one rebound advantage and Gloger provided a consistent counfling zone defense which prevented outshot the Xmen ·50 to· 39 .1 per- terattack to every Xavier run. .
the Bearcats from finding any cent but were unable to stop the
Gloger led the Tigers with 17
rhythm on offense. ·
fired· up Musketeers. McAfee and points, on 5~8 three-point shooting,
With the score tied at 20, the UC's Pete Mickeal led all scorers but fouled out late in the second
Musketeers went on a 12-4 run that with 17 points each.
half, taking away Princeton's spark
sparked them on the way to an eightPrice went tci the line with 6.1 · and allowing the Xmen to hold on
point, 39-31, advantage at the half. seconds left and a two-point lead. to a slim four-point victory.
·
Standouts from the first half were Though he missed both shots, he
The.Musketeers managed to preWilliams, who poured in 16 points was able to grab the rebound on his vail despite shooting just 31.8. peron 2-4 three-point shooting and 8- second shot, dribble out the remain- cent from
the field by
10 from the line, and UC's Kenyon ing time and send the packed crowd outrebouriding the Tigers 42-31,
· Martin who was held to just two into a frenzy. ·
committingjust seven turnovers,
points and two rebounds while comand giving the Tigers just two trips
XAV_IER 92, ST. MARY'S 48
mitting four turnovers. ·
to the free throw line.
The Musketeers avoided sufferTheir roles would be reversed in
Frey led the way in the win with
the second half as Martin came to ing a let down in their next game, a 14-point,_ 11-rebound doublelife while Williams went scoreless. as they managed to easily defeat St.
.See Musketeers, page 9
· Frey would pick up the scoring slack Mary's by 44 points. The Gaels
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Friday, Jan. 14

Thursday, Jan. 20

•Women's basketball vs.
UMass at 7 p.m.

•Women's basketball .vs. La
Salle at 7 p.m.

Saturday, Jan. 15 .

Saturday, Jan. 22

•Men's basketball vs.
Duquesne at 7:30 p.m.
•Rifle vs. Rose-Hulman Inst
of Tech at noon.
•Swimming vs. Valparaiso
·at ip.m.

•Women's basketball vs.
George Washington at 2 p.m.
•Rifle vs. Kentucky at noon.
•Swimming vs. Duquesne and
Cleveland St. at l p.m.

Sunday, Jan. 23
Sunday, Jan. 16
•Women's basketball vs.
Rhode Island at 2 p.m.

GAME

On Tan

•Men's basketball vs. La Salle
at 2 p.m.

Home men's basketball
games are held in the
Cincinnati Gardens.
Home women's basketball
games are held in
Schmidt Fieldhouse.
Home swim meets are held in
the O'Connor Sports Center.
Rifle matches are held in the
Armory.
Home games are in bold.

WEEK
YOUR PICK

Whenever
With. no home basketball
games this week, we really
don't have much material for a
game of the week. You could.
• expand your horizons by going
to the rifle match or swim meet.
We do have a three-day-weekend so you could take a road trip
to see one cif the basketball
games. If that doesn't appeal
to you, watch something on TV.
Either way it doesn't matter to
us.
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Women slip to 1-2 in A-10
BY MAlT BARBER
· coach Melanie Bakomb's lOOth" Bulldogs, as well as grabbing seven
· Sports-Writer .
·. career victory as a college head rebounds,: also a team-high mark:·
. · · Halfway through its regular sea- coach.
DAYTON 78, XAVIER 77.
son schedule, the·wonien's basket. ball team has looked, at times, im- · · · XAVIER 94,; E. KENTUCKY 83
;\side from being both teams'
· pressive and, at times, downright
. For the second straight game, A~ 10 opener, the· game marked the
·:.·fl~t·iit·playirig'to an· 1r:3 overall· Xavier used its high~powered·of" · first time this "Season· that. the two
fense to charge straight through an I-75 rivals would tangle. ··This is
record (1-2 in theAtlanti~ 10).
One win and two'losses may not . opponent. Shooting 65 .4 percent in the rivalry where the records .get
be the way the Musketeers .wanted :. the firstha1f, the Musketeers built a thrown out and the game is played
to start the conference, but 'those · ·12-point lead. over the host Colo- hard~nosed by both teams. There
two defeats have been ,by one and nets. In the second half, XU lead is no such thing.as an easy win in
two points, respectively, and the by as many as 25 points,76-51, with .this series and the latest edition did
only non-conference Jo_ss, a 77-71 just under nine minutes left in the not disappoint.
Xavier led 41~37 at halftime,
contest against Cincinnati~ went · gam~. EKU made afurious charge
into double overtime. Xavier could .·back to get within eight points, 86- but, as the end of the game neared,
· 78,with 1:22 remaining, but Xavier
easily be 14-0.
·Since Dec.·8, XU has played· heldtheColonelsofffora94-83win
Key A-10 Games
eight games, going 6-2 and avera:g.- that put the Musketeers at 7-1,·while
· ing 79.88 points per game (com- EKU moved to 3-5 with two of their
pared to its opponents'-68.75 ppg · startersoutbecauseofkneeinjuries.
average in those contests). UnforTuukkanen was the main offentunately, the two losses were to A- siv:e weapon for XU once again, to10 rivals Dayton and St. Joseph's;· taling 32 points as well as pulling
and the only wi~ against a high~ down 12 rebounds. Junior Jen
quality opponent was a slim victory .. Phillips added 22. points and seven
over Kentucky.
·
rebounds to go with junior Nicole
The win against Temple canie Levandusky's · 17 points, eight
against a struggling Owls team who boards and three steals.
are perched at 5-9 (0-3 in theA-10).
XAVIER 84; BUTLER 48
Nine
minutes into the contest at
XAVIER 94, UNC-C 67 Butler,
only
16 points had been
After suffering their first loss of
scored
12
of them by :xavier.
·the season to the hated Bearcats; the
Butler
closed
to
18-15 in the next
Musketeers were fired up for the..
two
minutes,
but
a
17-6 run by XU
game against the Miners at Schmidt
to
end
the
half
gave
the Musketeers
Fieldhouse. ;Less than three mina
35-21
lead.
utes into the contest, Xavier held an
it was the Flyers who were on top.
The second half opened like the Key free-throws kept UD in the
11-4 lead fueled by the play of junior center Taru Tuukkanen who first. ended, with XU pouring it in. .lead for good c:Iown the stretch even
scoreq 19 of XU's first 31 points. Four three's by the Musketeers though a desperation three by
By halftime, the Musketeers were dropped through the hoop before the freshman Amy Waugh at the
Bulldogs scored their first points of buzzer brought Xavier within one.
leading UNC-C, 54-28. _
The Musketeers did not play as the half.
Waugh led the team in scoring
· A few minutes later, Xavier was with 18 points: tuukkarien piCked
flawlessly in the second half as they
did in the first, but still outscored winning by 26 points. In the end, up a double-double with 15 points
UNC-C, 40-39, in the half The.fi- ·all but two Xavier players managed . and 11 rebounds. The win allowed
nal tally showed 27~point viCtory to put points on the board against ·the flyers to even their keel at 5-5,
for XU, 94-67, in a game that upped the hapless Butler squad, who fell and l-0 in the A-10.
its record to 6-1 and dropped the . to 3-5.
Miners to 3-5.
XAVIER 90, MIAMI 48
Sophomore guard Katie Griggs
The Xavier scoring onslaught moved iQto the starting lineup,
Just like the game following
was led by Tuukkanen who scored bumping senior forward Kim Hptz their first loss, the Musketeers
a game-high 27 points.
to the bench. The addition of Griggs '- came back with a vengeance in this
The Musketeers shot an amaz- to the starting five gave Xavier a contest in Schmidt Fieldhouse.
ing 62.1 percent from the field and three-guard lineup with plenty of . Xavier made as many field goals
converted on 14 of 1~ trips to the firepower frol!l downtown.
(18) in the first half on its way to a
free-throw line. They also made
Tuukkanen was the high-scorer 42-'28 halftime lead, as the
half of their 16 three-point attempts for, the third straight game, dump- RedHawks managed in. the entire
in the match that marked hea.d ing in 16 points on the over-matched contest. In the second half, XU

a

ST. JOE'S 69, XAVIER 67
held Miami to just 20 points while
The first nationally televised
scoring48 more of its own.
The Tall Tower of Tuukkanen · women's. game from '.Schmidt
assumed her customary spot lead~ Fielclhouse (on ESPN2) was a
ing Xavier in scoring with 22 thriller at the end, but itwas really
points. Phillips added 20 (iilclud- a tale of two halves. Xavier domiing·a perfect 6-6.day·atthe-charity . nated the ..first 20 minutes of play
when St. Joe.'s aggressive post de-.
stripe):
fense opened up the wings for XU's
talented .three-point shooters.
XAVIER 68, KENTUCKY 67
The Kentucky Wildcats play in Xavier cruised to a 40-25 halftime
the toughest conference in women's lead mainly on the.strength of six
hoops, the South.Eastern Confer- three's.
In the second half, the Hawks
ence, and were undefeated in conference action. The Musketeers adjusted their defense to control
knew it would be a tough game Xavier's long-distance shooting.
going into Kentucky's Memorial They guarded the wings closely,
Arena, but they came out victori~ but, more importantly, denied the
ous. After leading 37-34 at half- entry pass to the Musketeers' skilled
time, Xavier scored the first five post players.
The few times XU got the ball
points of the second half to take an
. eight-point lead, their largest of the to Phillips and Tuukkanen; they
contest. The Wildcats clawed their usually came away with points. The
way back into the game to tie it at Hawks offense then took advantage
65 with 18 seconds left in the game.· of turnovers and jump-balls, pushLevandusky hit Hotz on a court- ing their way back into the game.
After. a. Levandusky three, her
length pass for the go-ahead layup,
· and, after a missed shot by UK, sixth of the game in seven attempts,·
Xavier had the ball stolen away and tied the score. at 67, SJU prepared
had to foul the Wildcat shooter who to play for the last shot, but an outmade both shots to re-tie the score of-bounds call gave possession
with two seconds left. Again XU back to· XU.. However, on the
tried the Jong pass to Hotz who was inbounds; Piipari ddb.bled the ball
fouled on her shot.. She missed the off her foot and was forced to foul
first, but sank the. second for the . the Hawkwho picked the ball up
and moved in for the layup. Two
one-point win.
The game-winning free throw free throws later, SJU pulled off the
capped Hotz's 18-point effort. She 15-point comeback and the twowas matched by Levandusky who point win.
Phillips ledXU with 22 points,
also
pulled down 10 rebounds and
·t.
followed by Levandusky's 20.
grabbed four steals;
XAVIER 65, TEMPLE 60

WHERE THEY ARE

With the third best overall record
Last season, Temple was not a
very good'basketoall team, but this in the conference, but a 1-2 mark ..
year they are much improved. In in Atlantic 10 play, Xavier is in
Xavier's home conference opener, fourth place in the A-10 WestDivi~
the Owls gav:e
quite a game. · sion, but there are 13 more.conferThe two squads played evenly for ence contestS for the Musketeers to
most ofthe first half, but a 10-2 run ·move toward the top of the standby the Musketeers to end the half ings.
gave them a 37-27 lead.
Xavier never trailed in the secWHERE THEY'RE CiOINCi .
ond half, but Temple would not go
Xavier will travel· to New Enaway, getting as close as three gland to play a solid UMass team
points down, before a Hotz basket on Friday night before taking on a
erased all doubt at the end of the horrendous Rhode Island squad on
game.
Sunday afternoon. The next home
·· Tuu~anen again led the tearri in game for XU is on Jan. 20 at 7
scoring after pouring in 16 points. against La Salle.

xu

p.m

l\1nsketeers: improve home win streak to 24 games.·
Continued from page 8. .
double. McAfee and Wllhams
chipped in 13 and 12 points, respectively.

XAVIER 84, TOLEDO 55

West who finished with a 19-pomt,
I I-rebound . . doubl~-do~ble.
McAfee and Wdhams chipp~ m 13
ea~h, followed by Frey with )2.
Pnce and Butler both added 10
points,. which was a career-high for
Butler.

bright spots for the_Xmen, as West on 7-12 shooting. Butler again prorecorded another· double-double vided solid minutes off the bench,
.(12 points and 12 rebounds) and ... finishing with· 10 points and.seven
Price scored a game-high 19- rebounds.
points.

After establishing a 36-33 halfXAVIER 86, VIRGINIA TECH
time lead, the Rockets appeared as
67 ·
if they would repeat the regular seaMARQUETIE 65, XAVIER 63
The Hokies came to town on
son success they enjoyed against
After defeating Louisville, Wash- Jan. 6 to kick off the new year and
the Musketeers last year. Unfortu- ington and Cincinnati, some would . the beginning of Atlantic 10 play.
. nately for the Rockets though, the say the Musketeers were due for a After rolling to a 30-point halftime
Musketeers deCided they would let down. Sooner or later, every lead (55-25) the rest of the game
rather repeat last year's NIT game, team lets a game they should have , was simply a formality, as the Muswhere they edged out UT 86-84.
won slip through their fingers.
keteers earned their 24th straight
The Xmen were o,n a mission in
The Musketeers did just that by victory at home.
the second half and quickly put the allowing the Golden Eagles to come
West and Price again led the
game out of Toledo's reach, even- back from a 16-point halftime defi- way as both players broke the 20tually outscoring the Rockets 51- cit to pull off the upset. The visit- point mark in the win. West fell
19 on their way to a 29-point vic- ing Xmen scored"just 24 points in one rebound short of another
tory.
- th.~ second half on the way to their double-double, finishing with
Six Musketeers scored in third loss of the season.
team-highs of 22 points and _nine
double-figures in the win, led by
West and Price provided the lone rebounds. Price added 20 points

XAVIER 78, RHODE ISLAND
75
A trip to Providence on Jan. 9
gavetheMusketeersachancetosee
just how well Rhode Island was recovering from the loss of Lamar
Odom. The Rams 3-10 record entering the game was deceiving, as
they proved to be more than up to
the challenge.
The Musketeers were never able
to put away the Rams, as Tip
Vinson's three-point shooting (5-8
~hree-pointers and 23 points) and
the explosiveness of Tavorris Bell
(21 points) kept Rhode Island
within reach.
McAfee and West did all they

could to keep control of the game.
McAfee tied a career-high with 23
points, while West's inside play
against Luther Clay proved vital.
West finished with 20 points and a
career-high 14 rebounds. Price
added 17 points on 6-7 field goal
.shooting.
The game was not won until
Vinson's three-point attempt at the
buzzer failed to fall through, improving the Musketeers' record to
11-3 (2-0 in A-10).
Turner has been taken off suspension and will try to fight his way
back into the rotation. The strong
play of Frey, however, should keep
Turner out of the starting lineup for
some time. The team's toughest
conference challenge comes in a
few weeks, when they t~avel to
Temple on Ja'n. 25.
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Diversions Desk: 745-2878
DIVERS@xavier.xu.edu

Symphony update
Jesus Lopez-Cobos will continue a tradition rare among
American orchestra when he
leads a concert version of Richard Wagner's famous opera
Lohengrin onJan. 14 and 15 at
Music Hall.
Each act of Lohengrin will be
performed as a separate concert.
Act I will be performed at 8 p.m.
on the 14th. Acts II and III will
be performed at 4 p.m. and 8
p.m., respectively, on the 15th.
Tickets, which include· both
evenings, are priced from ,$12 to
$46 and are available by phone
at 381-3300.

Whistler exhibit
Running thru Jan. 23 at the
. Taft Museum, The Etchings and
Drypoints of James .McNeill
Whistler contains 40 prints by
America's most famous expatriate artist.
The Taft Museum's worldrcknowned oil painting, At the Piano, is placed in the context of
the artist's graphic career.
Museum hours are Monday
through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and Sunday from l p.m. to.
5 p.m. Admission is $4 for adults,
.$2 for seniors or students, and
free for children age 18 or
younger.

African culture
Explore the vast diversity African culture has to offer at Cincinnati Museum ·Center's 15th
annual African Culture Fest, a
three-day celebration of African
history, dance, folklore and
crafts.
A lecture and book signing
will be presented by Dr. Ivan
Sertima, author of African Presence in Early America, and. professor of African Studies at
Rutgers University.
African Culture Fest is open
Saturday, Jan. 15, noon to 5 p.m.,
Sunday, Jan'. 16,.noon td 6 p.m.,
and Monday, Jan. 17, noon to 5
p.m.
All activities are free and open
to the public ..

The Civil War
The national tour of Broadway musical The Civil War will
have its world premiere at
Cincinnati's Aronoff Center for.
the Arts on Jan. 18.
The original staging of the
. music~! has recieved three Tony
· nominations: ·
·
• . Ticket prices range b.etween
$35 and $55. Students with a
valid J.D. may purchase halfprice tickets at the Aronoff Center and Music Center box offices
two hours prior to curtain time of
any performance.
·
The sh'ow runs through Jan.
30. Perforniances ~re Tuesday
though Saturday evenings at 8
p.m., Sunday evenings 'at) p.m.
and Sat~rday and· Sunday mati"
nees at 2 p.m.
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Swinging through the Capital city
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THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

looked like they might
have learned ·10 swing
Diversions Editor ·
From Hollywood's Dresden Club dance that morning in
to the 1996 movie "Swingers," and· their grandmother's basefrom coast to coast, the boisterous, n:ient, ·but. they were easspirited music of Big Bad Voodoo ily· offset by a host of atDaddy creates the atmosphere of a tendees in fuUswing regalia, looking sharp, bouncwild party. The late~t happening Columbus' Newport Music Hall on ing, twisting and whirling
to the infectious music.
Dec. 8.
No one was immune to
BBVD came onstage around, 9:30
p.m., leading off the show with "Big the spirit ofBBVD - afand Bad," the opening song from their ter a few songs, the light
new album. From the start, the audi- and sound: techn,icians
ence knew it was in for a treat. The could be seen dancing at
nine men onstage were decked out in their controls.
pinstripe suits, wingtip shoes and feWhether you're a rabid
doras - definitely the best-dressed swing fan or a casual obconcert act around.
server, the superb musical
Sometimes you'll go to a concert skills of the band cannot
where the musicians will keep a be denied; thef re true
steady position behind their micro-. professionals.
phone stands and exhibit a completely
Acc_ording to baritone
non-existent stage presence.
sax player Andy Rowley,
BBVD was the opposite of that~ "Everyone [in the band]
hardly anyone onstage could keep pfayed throughout junior
still. When vocalist/guitarist Scotty high and high school. ·
Morris wasn't singing, he was strut- _ Half the band has college
ting around onstage with· the five- degrees in jazz ... those
piece horn section, never hogging the guys are monsters, mari."
spotlight.
Amazingly, the band
PHOTO COURTESY OF COOLSVILLE RECORDS
. The only band members who kept up the high energy
Best-dressed
concert
act
this
side
of
KISS
Big
Bad Voodoo Daddy
didn't run around were the ones level, even increasing the
(clockwise
from
left):
Karl
Hunter,
Dirk
Shumaker,
Scotty Morris, Kurt
whose instruments kepi them in one tempo, throughout the
Sodergren,
Andy
Rowley,
Glen
"the
Kid"
Marhevka
and Josh Levy.
place - piano player Joshua Levy performance. During the
new
album
selection,
the
eerie
To top it all off, after bouncing,
and drummer Kurt Sodergren. Later, second song, "Mr. Pinstripe Suit,"
strutting and playing all over the
during "King of Swing," Morris and Morris tried out a Chuck Berry- "Who's that Creepin?"
Immediately, the stage lights stage for nearly two hours, the band
the horn section formed a conga line style duck walk across the stage .
around the stage, snaking around the When upright bass player Dirk dropped down to a somber, un- came back out after the concert
amplifiers and props.
·
Shumaker wasn't tickling the earthly purple. Shumaker's walk- ended to sign autographs and chat
The same went for the audience.· strings, he jived around with his in- ing bassline curled across the stage with the patient cluster of waiting
At the first notes of the first song, the strument, spinning it like the danc- like smoke as glowing jack-o-lan- fans in the lobby. Personal attenterns illuminated the edges of the tion to fans is a rarity in the music
dance-floor crowd erupted in a sea of ers on the floor below him.
industry these days, and it was
jumping, spinning bodies.
After a few upbeat swing num- scene.
Though this number slowed to greatly appreciated by the ColumThere were a few kids there who bers, the playlist called for another
an almost waltz beat, it bus crowd that evening. ·
wasn't devoid of energy.
BBVD has made. a tremendous
When Glen "the Kid" impact on both' the swing scene and
Marhevka punctuated the popular culture; Rowley said, "It's . ·
song with a trumpet solo, beyond me ... it's so weird to think
Morris was right behind about that [impact]; you hear your
.
·.
him, egging the crowd on to music being played on television or
HEArt, anonprofit organization "de~··. ·.· ':The coJ)tbst Cle~dline i~iFbb/28> cheer louder.
have people coming·to·us for trailMore than anything else, ers for a movie ... . . '
yoted to supportillg artas: a vehicle· to .2000; The eii.try'.fee is $ l:S; wh~cli)n~
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy
confront discriininatiori and promote eludes a'.qne•year subscription to
"We're put in some amazing
·proved they were a band for situations, like playing the house
social justice," announces the Second HEA.i't Quarterly. .
.
Annual ~EArt Quarterly Poetry and
To enter;send compositions and a . their fans. Before the band band at the ESPY awards - we get
Short Fiction Contest.
self-addresse,d; stamped ·envel6pe· to·:
launched into "'Jumpin' in an elevator and Sam1ny Sosa's
.First prize winners in eacti category HEArt Quarterly Contest; P.'O:"BcilC Jack," Morris moved to the . standing next to .me. The next
will receive $500 and a year~s subscrip- 8 I038;.Pittspul'gh; .l'Al5.2 l.'7.. : · ·.,
lip of the stage and cried out morning, I'm at breakfast andTm
tion to HEArt Quart~rly..
\Vin~ers/wm :b~ .. published in .the ·: "How ya doin', my fighting Garth Brooks for eggs or
Entrie.s m.u.st ·qe unpublisltecl :and . ·Spring20Q{).iss1Je ofJfflAt't·fi4af1erly;, friends?'.' The crowd roared something."
.
may inchide_,Up t0' three poerrts (no bu(all entries'are COD!iidered fofpubli~· in response.
BBVD is back on the touring.
more than Jive' pages) or a short story cation.
. •.
'
" ...
Later in the song, some- schedule this January. In the spring,
one in the first row of the they are scheduled to visit Cincinof 7000 words or less. Entries should
For more informatiO~,:,visifthe
be typed - poetry. single7spaced and HEArt We~ sit~: ht.fp~/(ttfll~clpgh.:d'rg/. crowd handed Morris a nati (keep an eye on "Live Wires").
fiction double-spaced.
hearl:/~
· ···.··
·.. '·· ::/ :· :, drink. Smiling appreciaIf you only see one concert this
The topic of the compositions must ·
'',._ .
. -··
:. ·: ·. ~-;:
··\. . .:'·.. : . tively, he invited the crowd year, don't miss this one. Join the
·•. ·. "7 Souree: HEArt QiJqrie.rly~
to sing along as he crooned party.
adress social justice issues, such
ra·,.>'.:
.: . ,. . ·,_ ,·.; .:. : . (
"It don't inean a thing ... if
cial, sexual or-class discrimination.
you ain't got that swing."
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New Releases
8Wllf.181C!!m'
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The following discs are due for release on or before Jan. 11 ...
Soundtrack, The Hurricane (MCA) ... Soundtrack, American Beauty
(Dreamworks) ... Atomic Babies, Target Androids (Platinum) ... Black 47,
Trouble in the Land (Shanachie) ... Caffeine, Things in the Game Done
Change (Jive) ... D' Angelo[w/ Lauryn Hill, Method Man, Redman, et al],
V~odoo (Virgin) ... Jucifcr,. Calling All Cars on tlie Vegas Strip (Capricorn) ... The Robbie Mcintosh Band, Emotional Bends (Compass) ... UGK,
Dirty Money (Jive):··
·
·
·
... ;ill dat~s are tentative.

live Wires
Saturday, Jan. I 5

Thursday, Jan. 20

The Kelly Richey Band
@Allyn's Cafe

Mindset
@Top Cat's

Friday, Jan. 21
Bul'lap to Cashmere
w/ Oval Opus
@ Firstar Center

·Saturday, Jan. 22
Alan.Jackson.
@ Firstar Center .

... ........

'
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Stone's 'Any Give11Sunday' bits bard
ALL S1'A,R CAST LEADS TIDS COMMENT.i\RYON THE STATE OF SPORTS TODAY
BYMIKE KOHLBECKER

.tendency to take the team into his
own hands quickly spi~s the. team
· ·-;'On any given Sunday ;you're. into chaos, dividi11g iton many lev- .·
gotma win. or .you're .gonna lose. els.
..
.
.
.
. The point.is·-: can you win or lose . . .The film touches on many other
like a man?"~ . . . - .
coriflfots wit~inthe team, including
This is the centerpiece of Oliver · owners. arid. players, team doctors
Stone's latest.film ''Any Given Sun~ ·.and· coaches; and coaches and
day,'' which tells the stqry of a team . sports writers.~ It seems everyone
in trouble..
.
.
.is involved ina personal struggle.
''Any Giv~n Sunday" seems to
Al Pacino is Tony D' Amato, a
man who values football more than be Stone's commentary Oil the~state
- anything ...:_ even his life. "Lately, : of professional sports. today. ·
his passion ha_s gone unrewarded, ·
In a touching sc.ene between
as is evident by his tearii;s inability D' AIJJ.ato ··an·d defensive coach
to win a championship in four years . Montezuma Monroe (played by· e?<-- ··
- a lifetime in professional foot~. football star _Jim Brown), th.e two
ball.
discus·s liow polluted today's game ·
Team ~ owner
Christina has.become.
Pagiliacci's (Cameron Diaz) priMonroe expresses a desire to
~.ii
mary interest lies not in the game, .. coach high school football: where . ·.
..
. .
,
.
PHOTO COURTESY OF WARNER BOTHERS
but in the profits. A lo~ing team.·.· everything is' pur~r and the kids Coach Tony D'Amato (Al Pacino) breaks up.a fight between members of his once-glorious team in
Oliver Stone's ''Any Given. Sunday." · · .
···
·
means a losing investment ·
''just want to play."
.. .
.
When his veteran quartetback is · Stone. suggests politics have
injured inthe midst of a fom.·~game steered the gai:netoo fafoff course. they are in the action, tha~ks to the
- losing streak, D' Amato is forced to For. ex~ple, o:ffensive coordina:. chaotic camera moving with the
utilize the inexperienced Willie tors use' cc:imputer~ to c:all plays' h1tensity of a linebacker. When· a
.
· from-a press box~ . . .. .··
· ' player takes a hit, the audience will
. Beame~ (Jamie Foxx); ·
Beam~ri, whose apprehension
. This is just orie thing which robs feel it.
.
initially caµses him io v0 mitrepeat- football of the raw aggression and . . . The .film tackles issues. that apedly on the field, quickly gains a. adrenaline that should define the .· ply to much more than football, but
feel for the game. He soon becomes sport. .
it may appeal more to those who
the star quarterback and driving
'.fhe most notable feature of. . have a genuine interest in the sport
force which fuels the team onward "Any Given Sunday" is the unique or. the state of sports today.
Newswire Rating:
to victory.
scenes which make up the actual
Beamen's arrogant behavior and games. Audiences will feel like
Asst. Diversions Editor ·
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with. the drum programming and "Groove· Tonight (The Future know, some ofyou I'm meeting for Lullaby." Even though _the song is
their apparent belief that ei~her of Dance)." .I'm not- sure ifa new the first time." This quote aptly de- worthwhile; it overextends it~elf for
minute or' two, clocking in ~t over
these. songs was. \Yelle.written, dance crazewilldevelop.from this scribes the sounds presented on
Nuflavor gives "Froni This Day" one, but at '1eastthe group ensures · This Desert Life; the third studio seven and· a half minutes.
For whatever reason, the last
and "Whenever," songs identical to us. _it will be "super future album by AdamD.uritz & Co.,
the ones mentioned above.
fu~kalistic." The e~isterrce this - - Opening. with what may be the number contains a .hidden song
Truthfully, these· songs would song is truly sad.
anthem for the college grads of . from. the likes of the jam session
not be. all that bad if they· were at
Imitation is the highest form :of . 2000, "l:langin' Around" is a rous~ _ that opened the. album. It hints at
all catchy. Although annoying, cer- .: flattery. : ;But \\(ho areJhese guys . ing rmnp in feel~gobd rimsic. ,This the type of music this band is ca"tai_n songs their counterparts CL~.· · flattering? There is IJ.othing worse ·· song was made for breezy, spring pable of, but the album leaves it at
The Backstreet Boys, N'Sync) have .·than imitat~on of some~hing that· :afternoons,. crusin'. with the win- just that: a hint.
offered at least contained a notice- never should have existed to begin dows down and the stereo up, or just ·· If' "Hangin' Around" shows off
abl~! brain-deadening refrain.
with,
.
chillin' on a blanket.in front of · the potential this album started
Nuflavor
Nuflavor's songs fail to grab.
Thelaughterattheendofthelast Kuhlman .. The band sounds as if with, the remaining tracks just don't
It's On!
·
Maybe it was the dry monotony of track onthe album seems fitting, as . .they got together for ajam session, . build on it. For major fans, this album
(Reprise)
the computer-synthesize(l sounds or ifJacob, Rico, An~hony and Frank . and this was the result.
warrant purchase'for·the
Instead of writing a review for the, mellow vocals which, although (Frank???) were a?mitting that their
Moving along; the album boasts few jewels it possesses. ·
A newcomer to the Crows would
this disc,~ should start a petitipn.to latent with. touching h~ony; ·fail . music is laughable. . . . .
a couple of gems worth mention- ·
prevent things lik~ this from hap- to affect the ·senses as the album
·Yet., they get the last'laugh. In- · ing,· including a rambling '·'Mrs. be better off with picking up a copy
pening ever again.
continues. These songs would evitably, several deluded someones Potter's Lullaby," arid a tasty little of Augustand EverythingAfter, or
But since conte,nporary popular serve as delectable background will purchase this disc, enjoy·it, and number entitled "I Wish I Was A the unplugged disc from the Crows
. live album, "On a Wire: Live From
culture will always triumph, the music for any occasion.
Nuflavor will make. plenty of Girl."
.
best I can.offer is a warning to avoid
'Of course, it will probably come. money. Meanwhile there's this pe- While the songs on the. album New York."
·
. will.be unfamiliar to listener.'s ears,
With the prevalence of burners
this _disc at all costs if you respect as a huge shock to r,ealize the bulk . ·titian going around . . .
your sanity or. believe the music of thel~rics are about sex. My per~ . _,. This CD earns$.
• the topics and the sounds will seem . on campus,.itis d,efinitely worth the
sonal favorite song.on the album is :
· . -Adam Ziemkiewicz, . eerily ~imilar.
.
industry is _still worth something.
price of a bla~k CD. Otherwise,
,
Diversions Writer
As was the_ case with Recov.erc pick it up at E_verybody's.
No o~e i~ fooled by° the.obvious . "Spr~ng,'.' ora .m~re apt ti tie: "Ode. ·'
marketing niche they fit into. to My Eredi~n.": . , ·.
.
.. hzg The Satellites; many of these
:This CD gets $$. ·'
· - Will Fe111011,
Nuflavor, four lovable fellows fro1n
.. "Sprung" featury8 _lii;ies such as. . .
.s9ngs ech~ the Crows', previoui;;
'Guest Writer
California who perfectly mirror the' ·~if you feel l:\ little pok,e comin'
work.too ~uc_h for the banci's.own
all-male groups of the past few throu~~": or :th~ des_(;riptiye "I'm
good. The topics continue to hover
around self-pity and the abject misyears in style, ".Ocal quality, as well tight a~ a drum I baby girl u know u
··... '"
.
ery, in. which le.ad singer Duritz
as overall intention offuJfillingthis ·.· got me spfting [sic].'~ •
year's fecal quota, giy~:\}s Ws:'O'~i°i'.5~ 'b~upp9s·~ there might be some-:
:-.:d\Vem. ~:".· · · :..
This collection of_.1
cel~c· .: orie bl.it thete flattered: by this sen- ·
•_ ', ·.. : .. This tflli~· ar~und, the. ~rriis~ry
ebr11tes the fine arts of lovin' aµd timent. (Watch out for the remix·
isn't the only thing being repeated,
groovin' (not necessarily in·. that of "Sprung" toward the end of the'
as "Aµiy Hits The Atmosphere,'' has
order).
· discbecauseonejilstwa8n'tenough
· certain melodies that one might
All aside, the music itself is an for this gem.) ·
swear made an appearance in
unfortunate concoction of hip-hop,
Also, "It's On!" finds the guys
"Long December."
.
Counting Crows
On "Four Days," the music bears
R&B, dance, pop, soul, funk and pleading to former lover to love
pseudo-Motown. "Most ·Beautiful them again, for they can't control
This Desert Life
an uncanny resemblance to a toned
Girl" falls into the typical ballad themselv.es. I was. moved to sym. (DOC)
down "Mr. fones," and "All My
category, while "3 Little Words" pathy with the lyrics: "Help me Listening to the newest offering Fri.ends," opens al.most identical to
sounds like an '80s wedding song. I'm freakin' boo I Tell me- what by Counting Crows,.the words of a "Perfect Blue Buildings.".
If you think you might like these can: I do?" Pure poetry!
certain bald-headed ego mani~c
A few other dislikes include the
Then there is the celebratory com~ to mind: "Some of you I above-mentioned "Mrs. Potter's
songs though, don't wori-y, because
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As Kotter once said. "Welcome
back. Welcome back, welcome
back, welcome baa-aack." (To
quote a proverb from the last century.) OK, I promise, no more
"That was so last millennium"
jokes. In fact, no more "M" word
at all. It's over, complete, China's
big midnightcommie celebration
is over, the Eiffel Tower still
stands. It's time for a new challenge. Calendar City's first challenge of the new ... year is another
"m" word.· It's Mmmmm ... ad
Libs. I.think we all remember how
this game is played. Only now,
I'll make up all the parts of speech
and words, and you have to guess
what they really should be. (If you.
can't guess, don't worry, I'll give
you the answers.) .
The other day I went to. the
(place) fee:l lot to drink some
(singular noun) cat at around
(time period) colarial d3ys. My
friend said she had never been to
the (event) funny car races before· so she was really excited to
go. No one really knew where the
(place) Elephant house was but I
found it. It was fun because I got
to (verb phrase) ret µ:p. (The
right answers to the ~'libs ... are
Romero Center, coffee, 3:30 p.m.,
International Coffee Hour, .
Romero Center encore une fois and
eat poo.)

H·ELP
WANTED
.

.

Design firm needs dependable pers.on for light
· maintenance, janitorial and
general assistance. Must be
a self-starter and preferably ·
experienced. This is. a position of responsibility and trust.
Top-notch clientele contracts. Will work with school
schedule. Apply by faxing a
personal letter outlining experience to 621-5771.
100 instructors/counselors
needed. Coed sleepaway
camp in Pocono Mountains,
Pennsylvania. Over 60 land/
water activities, Good salary/
tips! Call (800) 422-9842 or visit
www.campcayuga.com
TEACHERS-ECE
Nationally accredited, Head
Start childcare program seeking motivated professionals to
work with young children. 30hr. and 40-hr. positions available with benefits. Competitive
salary and flexible work environment. Experience preferred.
Mt. Washington ECE Program.
Call 624-9856. EOE.
CHILD CARE NEEDED
Jn our Finneytown home, 9
mil!ls from campus, for an infant. We need someone starting second semester. Mon-Fri,
10 a.m. - 6 p.m., flexible on
shifts. N/S. Call 521-7999.

Call now! Work now! Restaurant Job Line! Call: (877)
991-9292.

January 16
Remember when the guy who
pushed a broom around and
brought sawdust to Pllke sites wi.is
By Jennah Durant . To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to ML 2129.
the janitor? Now he's a "c.ustoshowed up promptly at (time pegame. I say "corpulent" you say
dial technician." Remember when
riod) Greenwhich Mean Time to
"former U.S. president from Ohio;
guys getting thrown around by
· get his tickets, which only cost
William Howard Taft, who report- · seven-ton cloven beasts with
$20. Zorban was very happy to
edly weighed over 500 pounds."
January 13·
thousands of beer-swilling
finally
get
to
experience.
this
and
I say "small" you say "definitely
specators riamed Merle watching
This summer I went to my
could not wait to get back to Bob
not former U.S. president yvmiam
was a rodeo? Now it's a "Profesgrandma's house to visit. She took
Howard Taft, who reportedly once
sional Bull Riders Event.". Said
me to a (place) naughty rook · to tell his fellow. Bobians about
(verb)
c:estia.iJatim.
(The
right
got stuck in a bathtub." Yet the
event takes place at the Gardens
store to see a (noun) blow-up
answers are Kentucky, space ship,
Taft Museum downtown is exhib- ·
around 7 p.m. Hey, they don't call
dill called "The Misanthrope."
mountains,
SAC
office,
skiing,
iting an ... _exhibition called
it the Barn for nothin.'
My grandma liked it because she
10:30 a.m. and skiing once again.
"Small Paintings from the Taft
said it reminded her of when she
Zorban went skiing at Perfect · Collection." . Perhaps the only
was .a little girl. I only had to pay
North, by the way.)
thing we can surmise is the paint(amount of money) 400 ducats
.
ings
are not of Mr. Taft himself
because I was a college student.
January 17
Go see these liliputian offerings
Time
out
for
a
second,
OK?
The (noun) ChiPoeudale started·
Go ice skating on Fountain
·
Writing calendar Mad Libs may . from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at 8 p.m., so we left a little early
Square today since we don't have
seem like a really, really fun time,
since it was in (area of a eity) the
any school. When you're out
· I bet when Mr. Duquesne was
but guess what. It's more like a
:ra:l liaht di.strict. (The right
there, remember the ancient
little and having trouble learning popcorn kernel husk stuck in beanswers are theater,· play,· $10,
Babylonians, who wore the
to spell his name. the other chi!tween
your
gums
and
top
right
show and downtown.)
·world's first ice skates during the
. dren ta.unted him by saying
molar. Tedious and slightly painwinter freeze in 500 B.C. Then
"Duquesne, Duquesne, you can't
ful. So let me mundanely remind
realize I made that up, and conspell your nam~!" But then again,
the seniors this is the very last day
centrate on not falling.
that probably didn't come so close
to turn in your grad application
January 14
to rhyming in French. Therefore
if you only want to pay the low,
Zorban was visiting earth from
my hypothesis h~s been foiled. To
low price of$50 to walk down the
his planet (proper name) Bob and
sparkly new aisle of the hypotheti~ _counteract my foil age, watch the
January 18
wanted to do something fun.
men's b.ball team take on the
cal Cintas Center.
From his (vehicle) ricfup lavn
I get to type a naughty word!
Dukesat7:30p.m. Thegame'sin
~he had seen earthlings flySee
former Calendar Boy Jay
The Pitt, but you can watch it on
ing down (geographic formations)
Kalagayan's
play "The Bastard"
TV. Here's the station: WATERbig hltts and he decided to try
at
8
p.m;
at
the
Aronoff. Go up to
ATER +BRITCHES - RITCHES
January 15
it. He went to the (place) monkey
the
box
office
and say "Orl:e for
= WB ! (That was another game,
statirn to buy some tickets to go
'The
Bastard'
please,"
but try not
Since we 're all tired of Mad
but I forget what that kind is
to
laugh.
Bastard.
(verb) iello wrestling. He
Libs, let's play another word . called.)

I 1; Lid t~ •J!SI

.,FRIDAY·
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Student needed for cleaning and miscellaneous help
around the house. Close to
campus, $8 per hour, 2 - 3
hours per week. Call Nancy at
221-4144 after 11 p.m.
· Immediate openings students earn $375-$575
weekly processing/assembling medical l.D. cards from
home. Experience unnecessary ... we train you! Cali' ·
Medi Card (541) 386-5290,
ext. 300.
TEACHERS-ECE
Excellent pay and opportunity! Nationally accredited,
Head Start full-day childcare
seeking energetic professionals to work with children K-6.
Monday thru Friday from 79:15 a.m. Highly competitive
wages, experience preferred.
Hyde Park ECE Program. Call
321-7183. EOE.

Approximately 1/4 mile
from Xavier at the corner of
Cleneay Avenue and Montgomery Road. We have an
immediate opening for a parttime cashier/operator. Reliability is imperative. The hours required are Mondays (5-9
p.m.). Tuesdays (5-8 p.m.),
Wednesdays (5-9 p.m.) and
Saturdays (10 a.m.-4 p.m.).
Approximately 17 total hours
per week. To interview, call Mr.
Elmling~r at 531-5500 from 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday - Friday.
Part-time, fine craft studio,
light work, flexible hours,
close to UC campus. Call 2814114.

EARN MONEY
We're looking for men and
women to deliver the new telephone directories from Cincinnati Bell. Work in your area,
work full time or part time and
get paid upon completion of
each route. To qualify, you must
be 18 or older, have a valid
driver's license and social security card and have an insured vehicle. To apply, call
Monday - Friday, 9:30 a.m.-5
p.rri. Call (800) 979-7978. Di·
rectory Distributing Association. We are an EOE.

. SPRING
BREAK .··
Spring Break super sale!
Cancun, Jamaica, Nassau!
Save $100 on second semester blowout! Call now!!! (800)
293-1443
www.studentcity.com
Cancun and Jamaica as
low as $399. Reps wanted!!!
Sell 15 and travel free. Lowest price guaranteed!!! For information, call (800) 446-8335
or visit: www.sunbreaks.com
SKI 2000 &
MILLENNIUM FIESTA
Crested Butte Jan. 3-8
beginning at $329 (5 nts).
New Year's in Mexico via TWA
Dec. 28 (5 nts) & Jan. 2 (6·
nts). Book now (800) TOURVisit us at:
. USA. .
WllJW.studentexpress.com. ·
Size does matter! Biggest
breaJ< package, best price
from $29! Call us at (BOO) 224GULF,- or visit us on the Web
at: www.springbreakhq.com

Harder news. More issues. Better than ever.

SPRING BREAK
Go direct! We're the
Amazon.com of Spring Break!
#1 Internet-based. company
offering wholes'ale pricing by
eliminating middlemen! We
have other companies begging for mercy! All destinations. Guaranteed lowest
price! Call (BOO) 367-1252.
www.springbreakdirect.ccim
Browse' icpt.com for
Spring Break "2000:• ALL destinations offere~. Trip participants, student organizations
& campus sales reps wanted.
Fabulous parties, 'hotels &
prices. Call 'Inter-campus at
(800) 327-6013.

.

..

FORREN'f.
.

.

Norwood 2- and 3-bedroom apartments. Newly
renovated kitchen and bath,
hardwood floors, laundry, offc
street parking and, clean.
Price: $450 an·d $600 + utilities. Call 861-4111.
· Spacious 3-bedroom apartment in North Avondale available. Located a half mile from
· Xavier's campus. Apartment
set in turn of the century mansion. Features are a full kitchen
including dishwasher and disposal, ceiling fans, air conditioning, hardwood floors, deck,
off street parking & laundry on
site. $1000 per month. Call Tim
at 351-2178 ext. 101.

..

FORS.ALE

3-bedroom
apartment
available! Close to Xavier! Call
Rick at 272-3160.
Location:. 3964 Regent
Ave. Short-term rental from
Dec. '99-May '00. 3-bedroom
($600/mo.) and 1-bedroom ·
($400/mo.) in nice 2-family (or
entire house for $850/mo.) +
utilities. Washer/dryer included. Please call 984-8576.

Acapulco
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahamas
Cruises

Florida~~·~-.:::.::

Europe

Carpet-plush, beige, like
. new condition, no stains. Approximately 13 X 25 ft. with
padding (covers 2 bedrooms).
$50 OBO. Loveland 6978824.

